Intellectual Property and Technology
Patent Litigation
Our litigators have successfully asserted and defended patent cases in federal courts throughout the country, including jurisdictions
with heavy patent dockets (e.g., California, Delaware, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Virginia), the Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit, and before the International Trade Commission. Foremost, we are trial lawyers, and our diverse IP
litigation practice enables us to excel across a wide range of technologies. Our approach is to pair lawyers who have strong technical
backgrounds in the relevant technology with experienced trial lawyers, thereby giving our clients the best of both worlds: a
litigation and trial team which can construct the strongest possible technical arguments in support of our position and can also
explain our case to a judge and jury in language which is simple and persuasive.
From individual inventors to Fortune 500 companies, our lawyers have represented a wide range of clients in patent matters and
have successfully litigated against some of the largest law firms in the U.S. The firm’s patent practice has been recognized in the
Chambers USA guide, and the firm has been ranked as a recommended firm for patent litigation by Managing Intellectual Property
magazine’s IP Stars guide. Patent Litigation group members have also been recognized individually by Chambers, as IP stars by
Managing Intellectual Property, and as part of IAM ’s Patent 1000 list.
Our patent attorneys are also skillful and experienced negotiators, able to assist our clients in maximizing the value of an IP asset
sale. We draft infringement and validity opinions, conduct detailed intellectual property due diligence and freedom-to-operate
analyses, and counsel clients on monetizing strategies for patent portfolios.

Representative Matters

Some of the matters represented by our attorneys
Telecommunications/Wireless
Represent an institutional patent holder in multiple litigations against large telecommunications companies concerning VoIP and
various landline connectivity services.
Represented an Israeli technology and software company in patent infringement litigation against a major computer device and
platform designer and manufacturer over client’s live streaming technology.
Defended multiple wireless providers and media streaming software developers in patent infringement litigation concerning music
delivery to mobile devices.
Represented a Finnish entity in patent litigation against a large cable provider concerning television electronic program guides
delivered over optical networks.
Represented plaintiff in patent litigation concerning cellular phone standards.

Electronics
Represented a large computer chip manufacturer in a multi-defendant patent litigation regarding the design of computer chips
relating to wireless communication involving Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP).
Represented an international manufacturer of commercial ink jet printers against patent infringement claims regarding direct-togarment printing.
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Defended Israeli company against patent litigation brought by a non-practicing entity involving wireless security systems
technology.
Defended accused infringer in a patent infringement action involving semiconductor manufacturing technology.
Defended a major Korean computer company in a patent infringement action against a large Japanese computer manufacturer
involving patents covering keyboards, interface cards, LCD displays, computer peripherals, and operating system/BIOS software.
Defended a major notebook computer company in a multi-defendant patent infringement action involving patents covering
computer hardware technology.
Defended a major notebook computer company in a multi-defendant patent infringement action involving computer video
graphics technology.
Defended a major notebook computer company in a multi-defendant patent infringement case involving the design and
implementation of computer touchpads.

Mechanical Components
Represent fire suppression manufacturer against leading aircraft manufacturers and a major industrial supply manufacturer in a
patent infringement action concerning the use of nitrogen to prevent and extinguish fires on board large commercial airplanes.
Obtained summary judgment of non-infringement on behalf of international manufacturer in patent litigation concerning a gear
system for use in industrial equipment.
Represented industrial sensor instrumentation company in multiple patent infringement actions against a variety of multinational
conglomerates concerning patent rights for industrial temperature probes.
Represent an Israeli agribusiness enterprise in ongoing patent infringement analysis.

Software
Defended gaming machine manufacturer against three software patents concerning multiplayer gaming and technology.
Obtained multiple jury verdicts of invalidity despite the patents having been confirmed multiple times in reexamination before the
Patent Office.
Defended a major Korean computer company in patent infringement action by international Fortune 500 consumer electronics
company involving computer video graphics technology.
Represent an institutional patent holder in multiple litigations against large gaming companies and platforms concerning
distributed multi-player tournament game technology.
Represented an institutional patent holder in litigation concerning social media technology that manages how users control the
release of information about themselves or their identities and how to contact each other.
Represented a developer of software products in a patent infringement action against a leading online marketplace for lodging
rentals regarding its software platform technology.
Advised iLottery software and service provider regarding technology for multichannel game lottery offerings.
Represented an interactive television company in patent litigation concerning online real-time fantasy sports games.

Business Methods
Defended major clothing retailer in a patent dispute concerning debit and gift card transaction technology.
Defended big three automobile manufacturer against a patent licensing entity in a case involving online sales methods.
Defended an automobile parts retailer against a patent licensing entity in patent dispute concerning online electronic catalogs.

Design Patents & Consumer Products
Represented patentee in series of patent litigations against major shoe manufacturers concerning the use of a polymer for improved
comfort and stability in shoes.
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Represent Israeli manufacturer of natural quartz surfaces in patent and copyright strategy in connection with a dispute raised by a
competitor company.
Represented an international consumer products company in successfully asserting its patent against an infringing company,
resulting in the infringing company agreeing to cease production of the product.
Defended plastics manufacturer in litigation concerning patents relating to beverage containers.
Defended large public company in action alleging infringement of a patent for child’s drinking cup valve; summary judgment of
non-infringement granted in client’s favor following expert reports and claim construction.

Medical Devices
Represented medical device company in patent jury trial concerning cardiac stents resulting in an $8.3 million jury verdict.
Represented major medical device manufacturer in multiple licensing disputes and patent litigations against competitors relating to
coronary stent technology. Resulted in several of the largest verdicts and settlements in history.
Represented medical device manufacturer in litigation concerning cancer radiation therapy.
Represented plaintiff medical device company in litigation concerning imaging systems for cardiac surgery.
Represented plaintiff dental product company in litigation concerning dental implants.
Represented medical device manufacturer in litigation concerning catheters.
Represented developer of improved means of medical imaging in a patent dispute with hospitals concerning imaging systems for
cardiac surgery.
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